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Abstract. This paper illustrates the "Art of Building" in Al-Alkhalaf settlement in Asir region, Saudi 
Arabia. Here, people's efforts over the past history of traditional building and village development have 
produced structures with notable technical, functional and environmental qualities. Social norms and cul- 
tural values of people in this village along with the inherited traditions of building have produced "A Pat- 
tern Language" with its related components and systems of arrangement visible through Al-Alkhalaf built 
form. 

The paper concludes that with respect to modern standards of scale, amenity, safety andpermanence, 
the accomplishments of vernacular architecture can mainly serve to merit our study for its principles, not 
its froms. A basic re-orientation of the architectural curricula of schools of architecture in Saudi Arabia 
is necessary in order to introduce architectural students to the inherent viability of preindustrial theory 
and practice. Reconciling the past with the challenges of the present is necessary within which contempo- 
rary architecture of Saudi Arabia can be created. 

Introduction 
Recent economic growth of Saudi Arabia has led to the loss of major works of 
architecture and archaeological remains, which have been submerged under an over- 
whelming wave of modernization. Entire quarters of ancient towns have been wiped 
out and many buildings of historical significance have been destroyed or largely trans- 
formed. In parallel, a number of modern building materials, forms, and construction 
techniques have been imported and used in the construction of newly-built projects 
of various types and uses. Many of such materials are used thoughtlessly, without due 




































































